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1. Introduction and background

Price movements, trading behavior and investor decisions have always been important topics dis-
cussed in the finance literature. There is a whole gallery of associated questions such as how these
affect market efficiency? and how are prices affected post significant market events? does feedback
trading exist in certain scenario, etc. More fundamentally, what exactly drives trading and under-
lying price formation process? With the development of behavioral finance, particularly in the area
of irrational trading, there exist two commonly accepted views: price-driven trading (e.g. Shleifer
(2000) examining feedback trading) and news-driven trading (e.g. Tetlock (2007) looking at news
sentiment premium affecting asset pricing). With the latter, news sentiment, an investor sentiment1

proxy, has drawn great interest and attention from scholars and practitioners.
As Thaler (2005) argued, “Our attention is much more quixotic and capricious ... Instead, news

functions more often as an initiator of a chain of events that fundamentally change the public’s
thinking about the market”. The nature of the interaction of news and market events has long been
speculated and inquired upon by both practitioners and academics. In this study, we consider two
types of events: news sentiment and market returns; and both of them can move in two directions:
positively and negatively. Typically, returns are considered as continuous events, which means
that at a selected time frequency (say, 1-minute), price movements which lead to calculations of
returns are deemed unchanged within that time interval (1-minute). Strictly speaking, the minute-
on-minute price updates are discrete rather than continuous events for the time series. For news
sentiment, the actual occurrence or arrival does not take place in a continuous fashion either. In
light of the nature of occurrences and interactions of the different types of events, we consider them
as discrete events and apply discrete point processes. Here, we aim to examine the interactions of
the news sentiment and return events to gain insights about the cascading effects of extreme returns
and elevated investor sentiment and how investors respond to and precipitate market events.
During the past decades, emerging studies on behavioral finance have explored behavior of

investors, aiming to get better understanding of financial markets. For example, as an extension to
the efficient market hypothesis, Lo (2004) proposed the concept of market evolution and raised the
argument that the investor behaviors are corresponding to competition, adaptation, and natural
selection in a market ecosystem. In fact, debates about market efficiency has never ceased for
decades. However, the empirical evidence of the existence of market anomalies indicates that
fundamental information cannot fully reflect financial market movements. The concept of noise
trader risk highlighted a new view to explain market phenomena. Based on psychological findings
about cognitive bias, De Long et al. (1990) argued that noise trader behaviors can be homogeneous.
This viewpoint contradicted the hypothesis that noise trader risk cannot be systematic. They
proposed a stochastic model to demonstrate that noise traders’ misperception can drive the price
deviation from its fundamental value. Moreover, such deviation can be large enough to cause limited
arbitrage (Shleifer and Vishny 1997). These findings in behavioral finance provided evidence to
show market inefficiency and encouraged recent research on investor sentiment and its market
impact.
Motivation of this study rests on the argument that investor sentiment can have significant

impact on market prices; at the same time, market prices can also have significant influence on
investor sentiment as market prices move away from sideway patterns. Shleifer (2000) argued that
investor sentiment is the cause of numerous market anomalies such as noise trader risk, limits
of arbitrage, and closed-end fund puzzle. This claim has been echoed by a number of empirical
studies showing predictive power of investor sentiment to financial market prices (Antweiler and
Frank 2004, Tetlock 2007, Tetlock et al. 2008, Mo et al. 2016). On the other hand, other studies
showed market price movements affect investor sentiment such as Antoniou et al. (2005), Salm

1Investor sentiment is defined broadly by Baker and Wurgler (2007a) as a belief about future cash flows and investment risks
that is not justified by the facts at hand. Generally, positive (negative) sentiment indicates social belief of bull (bear) markets.
Please see Section 4.1 for the precise sentiment data measurement.
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and Schuppli (2010), and Arnold and Brunner (2015). Baker and Wurgler (2006) found the U-
shaped pattern of trading behaviors which suggested that “investors demand both high growth
and distressed firms when they are optimistic, or their speculative propensity is high, and avoid
extremes when they are pessimistic, or their propensity to speculate is low”.
Following these findings, we can have some good sense that investor sentiment events interact

with market return events. However, what is still unclear is what dynamics exist among these
types of critical market events. Would the interactions exist between the same types of events (e.g.
returns and returns) or different types of events (e.g. returns and sentiment)? Or would it be more
complicated? For instance, would the interaction of positive to positive returns be more active
than negative to negative returns? Similarly, we need to consider the cross-event type interactions
such as responses of positive returns to negative sentiment. These are not only interesting but also
important questions as already shown in literature that these relations provide profound insights
to form trading strategies and decisions, and even affect the market movements. For example, it
is commonly known that negative movements in prices tend to lead to greater market negative
reactions than positive ones to positive reactions. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the
dynamics of these multiple events.
In this paper, we propose to examine four types of events: positive return, negative return,

positive sentiment and negative sentiment. We adopt a methodology due to Buckle et al. (2017)
to identify such positive or negative events from the market return and news sentiment time series
data2 and Figure 1 demonstrates the dynamics of interactions among them. Intuitively, it reflects
what we call “self-excitation” and “mutual-excitation” reactions, which are responses within the
same and across different types of events, respectively. In theory, we can hypothesize any pair-wise
interaction. One may argue that Hawkes processes only allow for ‘positive excitation’, for example,
positive returns generate positive sentiment: this is often the case, but not necessarily always the
case. Here we employ the usual multivariate Hawkes process in which information shocks from one
type of events lead to causation of another type of events, by raising the intensity. The events that
occur may have a negative connotation, e.g. a negative price jump, but the excitement is positive in
the sense that the frequency of occurrence of those jumps may be increased (i.e. the intensity may
be increased) following the occurrence of events of a different type, such as a positive news event.
The interpretation of such a connection between these two types of event, if it is found to exist, is
a question of behavioral finance theory. Note also that although Hawkes processes usually exhibit
positive excitation in the sense described above, it is possible to exhibit inhibition (reducing the
intensity) by using a non-linear Hawkes model: this is common in neural networks. Special cases
of the usual linear Hawkes model can also exhibit inhibition (Chen et al. (2018)). Note also that
Figure 1 shows connections between positive and negative returns or between positive and negative
sentiment events. Both are possible in theory, although our empirical results (see Table 2) in this
paper show that the former does not seem to exist (α12 = 0.02, α21 = 0.00) but the latter does
(α34 = 0.25, α43 = 0.34).
To further explain our motivation to form a comprehensive study of news sentiment and stock

returns, we examine the pairwise interactions (both self-excitation and mutual-excitation) between
any two types of events using a multivariate Hawkes (M-Hawkes) process. This is because each of
these eight interactions has clear and significant market impact and needs to be well understood
in order to explain investors’ behaviors. We use intraday S&P 500 index return and Thomson
Reuters News sentiment data and examine the following hypotheses (with two self-excitation and
six mutual-excitation):

(i) H1: Self-excitation of market returns tend to cluster: positive returns lead to further positive
returns and negative returns to negative returns. These effects could be caused by the fact

2Price (sentiment) event refers to the return (sentiment) that indicates a chain of movements in the same direction (e.g. positive
or negative). In particular, we introduce the concept of running-jumps to identify a series of coherent price movements (see
Section 3.2). In a similar way, positive sentiment jump would be a run of consecutive upward movements of the sentiment
measure and negative sentiment jump would be a run of consecutive downward movements of the sentiment measure.
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that investors chase positive returns to buy or negative returns to sell once they spot initial
signs of positive (negative) returns.

(ii) H2: We also hypothesize similar clustering effects for news sentiment events (sentiment
self-excitation): positive to positive sentiment and negative to negative sentiment. This is
because sentiment is a reflection of social belief and it is not unusual to believe investors
hold ‘me-too’ kind of mentality to respond to news shocks, especially towards to the release
of extreme news articles (Mitra and Mitra 2011).

(iii) H3: Mutual-excitation between positive return and negative return can be predicted and
we think they are often associated with bubbles and crashes, particularly, when market
corrects quickly from price shocks (Daniel et al. 1998). and

(iv) H4: There may exist mutual-excitation between positive sentiment and negative sentiment
due to natural shifting or even momentum of good news and bad news. It is worth not-
ing again that our focus is to detect extreme events in both returns and sentiment and
study their interactive dynamics. The point is that we believe these extreme events (events
that have greater levels by their measures) would have more impact at both returns and
sentiment in comparison to those moderate events.

(v) H5: Intuitively, there should be mutual-excitation from positive (negative) return to posi-
tive (negative) sentiment as financial news tell stories about preceding market situations.
For example, if positive returns are spotted and investors start to chase positive returns,
it is more likely to form a certain market belief so that more investors would join the
queue to chase positive returns and build up on the positive sentiment. It is well perceived
that negative signals are often associated with greater responses (see Brock et al. (1992)),
therefore, we would expect negative return events, once in a run, would mutually excite
negative sentiment.

(vi) H6: Mutual-excitation from positive (negative) sentiment to positive (negative) return is the
most widely explored sentiment impact to financial markets. Positive news raises buying
power in the market and price jumps up. Similarly, investors pull out investments due
to negative news so that price drops immediately (see Gwilym et al. (2016) arguing the
increased speculative demand that forms sentiment type of events would increase market
returns). Similarly, one of the most recent reports published by the FEDs also provides
evidence of predictive power of sentiment to stock returns and claim that positive sentiment
stimulates quick positive returns while negative news stories generates relatively delayed
responses in stock returns. It further states that “much of the delayed response to news
occurs around the subsequent earnings announcement” (see Heston and Sinha (2016)).

(vii) H7: Regarding effects from positive (negative) return to negative (positive) sentiment, we
do not expect significant results. There is no clear evidence in the literature to interpret
this. However, it makes sense psychologically as it would be highly irrational that investors
who are experiencing positive returns suddenly/immediately form strong negative belief
that the market would go down; and continue to keep such negative belief to make it into
market sentiment. However, we are indeed aware that after yielding positive returns for
some time, the market may turn to produce negative returns, such as what we typically
see when bullish and bearish markets take turns to govern the market. The question is
more about the timing of the changing point and whether after the change, the opposite
direction of return movements would form a negative sentiment. In other words, the exact
reasons for this phenomenon are unclear and require more comprehensive studies.

(viii) H8: Finally, we expect to see mutual-excitation from positive (negative) sentiment to neg-
ative (positive) return, which is another type of news impacts to financial markets. This
phenomenon indicates price correction of overreaction to news (De Bondt 1989).

To our best knowledge, this is the first paper to examine market returns and investor sentiment
interactions at relatively high frequency level and the first paper utilizing a dynamic and non-
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Figure 1.: Market and Sentiment Events Interaction Illustration

linear modeling framework for this purpose3. We focus on both self- and mutual-reactions of
these events as illustrated in Figure 1. More specifically, we model significant jump events as a
multivariate point process emphasizing the dynamics of investor sentiment shocks and market
extreme returns. While there are several studies on sentiment-driven market events using lead-lag
causality of investor sentiment to market return or volatility, we argued that investor sentiment
and market return have a very complex relationship, and the existing econometric modelings of
such relationships have limitations. In the recent literature, news sentiment has become a broadly
adopted proxy of investor sentiment toward finance market and economic conditions (Tetlock 2007,
Mian and Sankaraguruswamy 2012, Smales 2014a). In this study, we use news sentiment data from
Thomson Reuters News Analytics (TRNA) as a proxy to measure investor sentiment (Healy and
Lo 2011). We define extreme positive/negative returns and positive/negative sentiment shocks as
the four distinct discrete events.
The primary contribution of our study resides in both technical and finance aspects. Technically,

we introduce a multivariate Hawkes process to understand clustering dynamics of different discrete
events based on the self-excitation and mutual-excitation between investor sentiment and market
returns. Our approach, in particular, focuses on modeling clustering effects of jumps (extreme
changes) in market returns and news sentiment. This is an important aspect of this kind of study
because, on the one hand, we understand that the market needs volatility for price updates and
trading incentives; and on the other hand, we believe that extreme movements in returns that
subsequently forms sentiment need to be detected as they may have systematic impacts upon
the financial markets. Technically, we build in a computationally effective jump detection method
into our modeling for such purpose. Further, the multivariate modeling offers a great framework to
fully capture the dynamics among the eight different pairs of interactions. We can clearly study the
directional responses in each pair of events by recognizing the initiation events and response events.
For example, if we compare Hypotheses H4 and H5, although both are examining the interactions
between positive (negative) returns and positive (negative) sentiment, H4 takes positive (negative)

3The common methods used in the existing literature tend to apply linear modeling to regress positive or negative news
sentiment represented by news texts onto a return variable. This is more of the modeling of redeeming sentiment as a feedback
element to the return process. Such examples usually fall into the literature of feedback trading such as Merton (1980); Sentana
and Wadhwani (1984); Shiller (1984); Tse and Tsui (2002); Antoniou et al. (2005); Chen et al. (2017) etc.
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sentiment as the initiating events while H5 uses them as the response events. With the simplicity
of Hawkes self- and mutual excitation, we will be able to achieve comprehensive understanding of
sophisticated dynamics in a single modeling setup. Finally, there are several reasonings behind our
choice of model design: 1) It is based on the belief that both return and sentiment are essential in
studying the complex modern market as the intraday activities become more frequent and intense;
2) days with extreme returns and/or sentiment (we call them ‘noisy days’) are more likely to trigger
clustering than those ‘normal’ trading days (we can call them ‘quiet days’); 3) within a trading
day, the more active returns (sentiment) update, the more likely we expect to see higher level of
intra-day intensity of further return (sentiment) events within that day; and 4) after a ‘noisy day’,
we expect to see a rise in the intensity of the next day due to overnight spillover effects.
More specifically, we find the following major interaction effects between the four types of events

using S&P 500 index return and Thomson Reuters News sentiment data from 2008 to 2014. First,
self-excitation is strong for all four types of events at 15 minutes time scale, and the mutual-
excitation between return and news sentiment is not present at smaller time scale. We not only
have found evidence for our hypotheses (H1 and H2 for self-excitation and H3 to H8 for mutual-
excitation) but also suggest a time scale for this kind of studies. This, intuitively, makes sense as
returns tend to update faster than sentiment and responses to returns could be instantaneous while
formation of sentiment requires a longer period as a social belief of market participants towards
the market.
Second, there is a significant mutual-excitation between positive return and positive sentiment,

and negative return and negative sentiment. This is in line with what we hypothesized in hypotheses
H4 and H5. On the sentiment side, we notice that the cross-excitation between positive and negative
sentiment is even stronger than the self-excitation of these sentiment events. This provides new
evidence for hypothesis H4 that has not been documented in the literature before. Third, decaying
speed of return events is almost twice as fast as that of sentiment events, which means market
prices move faster than investor sentiment changes. Lastly, positive sentiment shocks tend to
generate negative price jumps and this is consistent with psychological theories and evidences
listed in De Bondt (1989).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews existing work on Hawkes pro-

cesses and the applications in finance and current literature on sentiment market studies. We then
formulate a multivariate Hawkes process and describe the model estimation methodology in Sec-
tion 3. And then we describe both sentiment and return data in Section 4. Section 5 lays out
the details of the model calibration, and Section 6 presents the modeling results and findings. We
finally conclude the major findings and contributions in Section 7.

2. Literature review

In this paper, we aim to understand interactions between investor sentiment and market return
events through a multivariate Hawkes process. Hence, we focus on the literature of Hawkes pro-
cesses and investor sentiment and its effect on market returns.

2.1. Hawkes process literature

Hawkes processes form a class of multivariate point processes that were introduced by A.G Hawkes
in two theoretical papers (Hawkes 1971a,b). The first practical application was to model occurrence
of seismic events (Hawkes and Adamopoulos. 1973). The essential feature is that the occurrence
of an event increases the probability that further events would occur: sometimes described as
a property of contagion. Hawkes models are becoming more and more popular in finance. This
popularity can be attributed to their great simplicity and flexibility, as anticipated by Bowsher
(2007). Several generalizations have been proposed since, such as being enriched by endowing each
event with a mark variable, thus obtaining a sequence of event times, components and marks;
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and labeling events with different marks to have different effects on the future intensities (Hawkes
1972). In finance, marks can be used in order to model trades performed at different times with
different volumes or a drawdown intensity (Fauth and Tudor 2012, Chavez-Demoulin and McGill
2012, Embrechts et al. 2011).
Bowsher (2007) observes the trading of General Motors shares over forty days on NYSE in 2000.

After fitting a mutually-exciting model of two market events: changes in mid-price quotes and
trades arrivals, they find the former approximately change every three minutes on average and the
latter every thirty seconds. They also conclude that the cross-excitation between these two types
of events were important but short-lived while the self-excitation terms are less significant. This
suggested that trades increase the intensity of price changes of the share and the price changes
also stimulate trades. Further, the decay of intensity after the event arrival is much faster for
cross-excitation than the self-excitation terms, which is consistent with their general observation
of the trades and quotes arrival speed and sequence.
Large (2007) suggests there are ten different types of events affecting the price changes of assets

and focuses on the electronic limit order book of Barclays on LSE SETS over 22 trading days in
January 2002. It identifies that four out of ten types of events are major evens shifting the pricing
including buy moving ask, sell moving bid, bid between quotes and ask between quotes. Usually
half-lives of excitation are less than one minute, except long-term effect of self-excitation could
last between sixteen to forty minutes. Aggressive market orders are associated with the first two
types of events and demand liquidity while aggressive limit orders are connected to the last two
types of events and typically replenish liquidity following aggressive market orders. The resilient
replenishment of liquidity tends to follow a shock less than 40% of the time and is equally likely to
be at the bid rather than the ask with a half-life under 20s. Jaisson (2014) also suggests that the
market order flow can be approximated as an unstable Hawkes process with a long flow memory
based on the assumption that the price is a martingale and the impact of meta-orders is linear.
This provides scope to incorporate a power law or square root law to further study the tail behavior
of the order flow structure (The typical robustness test can follow Russell (1999)).
Bacry et al. (2013a) show the great simplicity with which Hawkes processes can reproduce

significant high frequency phenomena including the signature plot and Epps effects, and provide
empirical evidence through fitting Euro-bond and bund futures. Bacry et al. (2012) use a non-
parametric estimation of the kernel shape of a symmetric process and find the decaying shape
driven by the power law has a long memory. Bacry and Muzy (2014) model market behavior by
a 4-dimensional Hawkes process at tick level (price changes up and down; market orders at best
bid and best ask) that allows for reproducing microstructure noise that is often shown as either
strong microscopic mean reversion or de-correlation of the increments. The kernel functions can
be estimated from market data.
Chavez-Demoulin and McGill (2012) use Hawkes processes based on a generalized Pareto dis-

tribution to capture the excessive extreme losses and their clustering in the setting of a Value at
Risk model (similar work includes Chavez-Demoulin et al. (2005), Herrera and Schipp (2013)).
Further examples of the use of Hawkes processes in finance include Bauwens and Hautsch (2009)
and Carlsson et al. (2007) regarding trading aspects, Embrechts et al. (2011) and Errais et al.
(2010) utilising multivariate processes and affine models in credit risk, Aı̈t-Sahalia and Saglam
(2013) and Aı̈t-Sahalia et al. (2010) in contagion of jumps. Particular forms of Hawkes processes
called Epidemic-Type After Shock (ETAS) models are used in seismology.
Bacry et al. (2013b) show the functional Central Limit Theorem (CLT) can be obtained, ex-

tending a result from Hawkes and Oakes (1974), and suggest that a univariate Hawkes process on
large timescales can be considered as an asymptotical Brownian motion. Jaisson and Rosenbaum
(2015) show that, when the branching ratio (e.g. the integral of the kernel function) tends to be
1, a simple univariate Hawkes process asymptotically does not tend to Brownian motion but has
the form of a Cox Ingersoll Ross (CIR) process while the biivariate model of Bacry et al. (2013a)
can be represented as a Heston model. Karabash and Zhu (2015) provide CLT for marked Hawkes
process and Zhu (2014) gives CLT for CIR process with Hawkes jumps. Jaisson and Rosenbaum
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(2016) show that, if the regression kernel has a heavy power-law tail, after suitable rescaling,
the process behaves asymptotically as a kind of integrated fractional CIR process, instead of the
classical Brownian CIR process obtained with a light-tailed kernel.
Fulop et al. (2015) fitted a self-exciting process into the asset pricing model in order to capture

co-jumps and jump clustering. They identified jump clustering during both the 1987 market crash
and the 2008 global financial crisis; and further suggest that there is a learning effect of later crisis
from the earlier one, which is reflected in the tail behavior of the return distribution.

2.2. Investor sentiment and market return literature

Psychological evidence suggests that sentiment, emotion and mood play a key role in affecting
investors when making financial decisions (Brown and Cliff 2004, Cohen and Kudryavtsev 2012,
Hilton 2001, Nofsinger 2005). Barberis et al. (1998) developed a theory of investor sentiment to
illustrate the impact of investor overreaction and underreaction to public information on gener-
ating on post-earnings announcement drift, momentum, long-term reversals and predictive power
or scaled-price ratio. Daniel, Hirshleifer and Subrahmanyam further enriched the idea of investor
sentiment with private information leading to overconfidence (Daniel et al. 1998, 2001). On the
empirical front, a number of studies found different measures of investor sentiment significant in
explaining asset price and volatility movements. Chopra et al. showed that prior losing portfolios
significantly outperform prior winning portfolios by 5-10% annually during the next 5 years, val-
idating the overreaction effect (Chopra et al. 1992). La Porta et al. also displayed evidence that
the correction of the extreme investor sentiment tends to revert during earnings announcements
when investors realize their initial beliefs were too extreme (Porta et al. 1997, Thaler 2005). These
studies are instrumental in demonstrating the existence of investor sentiment along with its impact
on financial markets.
The interaction between investor sentiment and market return has long been studied as a feed-

back effect between these two distinct market forces. Feedback mechanisms have been explored in
the field of finance, mainly through the examination of its effects on price and volatility. Investor
sentiment can also be quantified in the form of its feedback effects. Hirshleifer et al. (2006) pre-
sented a theoretical framework that justifies irrational investors to earn abnormal profits based
on a feedback mechanism from stock prices to cash flows. Crude oil prices were found to contain
feedback effects along with an inverse leverage impact with its implied volatility (Aboura and
Chevallier 2013). Khanna and Sonti (2004) showed the feedback effect of stock prices on firm value
through a herding equilibrium model and investigated the incentive for traders to conduct price
manipulation. İnkaya and Okur (2014) estimated the volatility feedback effect rate using Malliavin
calculus and suggested its predictability of large price declines. They showed that large feedback
effect rate is a useful indicator for measuring market stability.
There is also empirical evidence that investors take actions based on price movement: a self-

perpetuating pattern of investor’s behavior is present in G7 stock markets and other international
markets (Antoniou et al. 2005, Salm and Schuppli 2010). The effect of feedback trading was found to
vary across business cycle (Chau and Deesomsak 2015) and the strongest influence was observed
during periods of financial crisis with declining futures prices (Salm and Schuppli 2010). Hou
and Li developed a regression model of feedback trading to analyze CSI300 stock returns and
demonstrated that lagged index returns can predict market index return and conditional volatility
(Hou and Li 2014). In addition, feedback trading was found to significantly influence exchange rate
movements (Laopodis 2005). Using a theoretical framework, Arnold and Brunner (2015) showed
that positive feedback trading causes price overreaction and the impacts of feedback trading would
be dampened if news is incorporated into price in time. Mo et al. (2016) analyzed more than 12
million news articles and documented the presence of a significant feedback effect between news
sentiment and market returns across the major indices in the US financial market.
Investor sentiment proxy was one type of the most widely used investor sentiment measurement

in early studies. The rationale behind it is that the shock in investor sentiment can be observed
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from the series of events resulted from that shock (Baker and Wurgler 2006). Some event-based
proxies, including surveys, mood proxies, trade records, fundamental values, mutual fund flows,
were verified to be associated with unexplained market features (Lee et al. 1991, Baker and Wurgler
2007b). However, Baker and Wurgler (2006) mentioned that confounding influence might induce
potential bias between the proxies and investors’ actual beliefs. For example, the survey results
may not be trustworthy as people tend to misreport their behaviors. In addition, the explanation
power of sentiment proxies to market activities was much weaker compared with fundamentals.
To deduce the biases, Beer and Zouaoui (2013) combined sentiment proxies with fundamental or
technical indicators to capture insights about market dynamics.
Investor sentiment analysis based on textual information, such as earning reports, news arti-

cles, and social media messages, is a breakthrough in measuring investor emotions and beliefs.
Lexicon-based sentiment measurement has been initially investigated in the domain of computa-
tional methodologies for social mood analysis. Mishne et al. (2006) introduced a mood tracking
framework that evaluates sentiment levels in blogosphere through a linear regression model of word
frequencies. News is a widely used information source for investor sentiment evaluation. Tetlock
(2007) examined mood categories of Wall Street Journal columns using the General Inquirer’s
Harvard IV-4 psychosocial dictionary. Following this study, Tetlock et al. (2008) applied the same
approach to evaluate individual firm sentiment based on 350,000 news items on Dow Jones News
Service and Wall Street Journal. These two studies proposed similar findings that media pessimism
is strongly related to subsequent price drop. In another study, Antweiler and Frank (2004) designed
a sentiment indicator from the view point of disagreement in news and confirmed that fluctuations
of sentiment polarity raise trading volume. In a recent study, Dodds and Danforth (2010) defined
sentiment level as average word scores referring to Affective Norms for English Words (ANEW)
dictionary. They developed a large-scale text analysis framework to measure happiness expressed
in song lyrics and blogs. Similar approaches have been applied to investor sentiment in recent years.
Smales (2014b) argued that gold future returns reveal an asymmetric response to news releases
since negative news has stronger impacts than positive news. Yang et al. (2015) demonstrated
significant linear relationship of abnormal news sentiment to implied volatility of S&P 500 index
in the following few days.

3. Methodology

3.1. Multivariate Hawkes process

Our study is based on the multivariate Hawkes process, and in this section we recall the essential
features of this modeling framework. A point process (PP) is a random process for which any
one realization consists of a set of isolated points in time. A comprehensive treatment of point
processes is given in Brémaud (1981). In the following, we adapt the theoretical framework of
Bowsher (2007) with consistent notations. Market events, such as changes in quoted prices or
market flash crashes, can be described as realizations of an M -variate PP {Ti, Zi}i=1,2,.... Here Ti

is the occurrence time of the ith event, and Zi records the type of the ith event. In the following, we
denote the counting process associated with {Ti, Zi} as N(t) := (Nm(t))Mm=1, where Nm(t) records
the number of type m events that have occurred in [0, t]. The natural filtration generated by the PP
N(t) is denoted by {FN

t }. We take the approach of Bowsher (2007), and specify the PP through
the vector conditional intensity process λ(t) = (λm(t))Mm=1. Intuitively, λm(t) can be understood
as the conditionally expected number of type m events per unit time as the time interval shrinks
to zero. We denote λ(t) as the (P,Ft)−intensity of N(t), where P is the data generating process
(DGP) and {Ft} is the filtration that we condition on.
The M -variate Hawkes process is defined via the conditional intensity vector
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(λ1(t), λ2(t), ..., λM (t))′, where

λm(t) = µm(t) +
k∑

j=1

λ̃(j)
mm(t)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

self exciting

+
M∑

q=1,q 6=m

k∑

j=1

λ̃(j)
mq(t)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

mutual exciting

, (1)

where m = 1, 2, ...,M . Here µm(t) , a positive deterministic function in time, is the baseline
intensity of type m events. The above unconvential form of the Hawkes model, taken directly
from Bowsher (2007), is equivalent to the excitation kernel functions having the form of sums of k
exponential terms. In addition, we allow the possibility that each of those components could spill
over from the end of the previous day. Thus we have

λ̃(j)
mr(t) = π(j)

mrλ̃
(j)
mr(τd−1)e

−ρ
(j)
mr(t−τd−1)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

intensity spillover from τd−1

+

∫

[τd−1,t)
α(j)
mre

−β
(j)
mr(t−u)dNr(u), (2)

for τd−1 < t 6 τd, d = 1, 2, ..., and λ̃
(j)
mr(0) = 0. Here m ∈ {1, 2, ...,M} and r ∈ {1, 2, ...,M}. There

is also the parameter constraints: α
(j)
mr > 0, β

(j)
mr > 0, π

(j)
mr > 0, and ρ

(j)
mr > 0. Here, τd is defined

as the time at the end of the dth trading day, using a clock that stops outside of trading hours.

Hence, τd−1 is both the beginning of the dth trading day and the end of the previous day. π
(j)
mr is

the fraction of the partial intensity λ̃
(j)
mr(τd−1) at the end of the previous day that spills over into

the next day, then declining exponentially with time.

3.2. Identification of jumps in news sentiment and in return

As stated earlier, we use news sentiment as a proxy to measure investor sentiment. In order to
apply the multivariate Hawkes processes to study the interaction between news sentiment shocks
and market extreme returns, we need to identify events in both news sentiment and return data
series. Here we shall adopt the method developed in Buckle et al. (2017), which we briefly discuss
in this subsection. We begin by discussing the well-known asset return series and then adopt a
similar method for the news sentiment series.
Asset prices pt,i∆ are observed on day t on a regular grid of times from 9:30 to 16:00 with a grid

size ∆, for which we consider various values between 2 minutes and 15 minutes. For a given value
of ∆, we calculate the series of log-returns: rt,i = log(pt,i∆) − log(pt,(i−1)∆), is the return for the
ith interval on day t, with i = 1, 2, . . . , N and N∆ = 390 minutes, the duration of the trading day.
In seeking jumps in the price series we look for values in the return series that are large relative
to a measure of local volatility. Therefore, we define a sequence of scaled returns

r∗t,i =
rt,i −med(rt)

√
MednRVt,N/N

(3)

where med(rt) is the median return on day t. MednRVt,N is a jump-robust estimator of realized
variation on day t based on a sum of rolling medians of n consecutive squared intra-day returns.
This is defined as

MednRVt,N = fn

(
N

N + 1− n

)N−(n−1)/2
∑

i=(n+1)/2

(med(|rt,i−(n−1)/2|...|rt,i|...|rt,i+(n−1)/2|))
2 (4)
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The factor fn is equal to 1.62360, 1.74332 and 1.82184 for, respectively, n = 5,7 and 9. It is chosen
so that MednRVt,N is an unbiased estimator of daily realized variation, N(σ2), in the event that
returns were to be distributed as i.i.d.N(0, σ2). The use of running medians enables the omission
of 2, 3 or 4 neighboring large returns from the realized variation estimate when using, respectively,
n = 5,7 and 9. This prevents the realized variation estimate from becoming excessively inflated,
and therefore reducing scaled returns and possibly preventing them from being identified as jumps.
Consequently, we recommend using n = 9 if N is large and the return series has sections of high
volatility. However, when ∆ is as large as 15 minutes (and N = 26) we prefer a smaller n. For
consistency when studying a range of ∆ values we compromise by taking n = 7 and so using the
realized variation estimator

Med7RVt,N = 1.74332

(
N

N − 6

)N−3∑

i=4

(med(|rt,i−3|...|rt,i|...|rt,i+3|))
2 (5)

and the scaled returns

r∗t,i =
rt,i −med(rt)

√
Med7RVt,N/N

(6)

Running-jump is a more sensible measure of jump according to which a positive (or negative)
jump consist of the accumulation of a series of positive (or negative) scaled returns. We exclude
scaled returns that are less than 1 by replacing them with 0. This process is not applied to sentiment
as scaled sentiment values are relatively small and a large number of them are 0.
Jumps are identified with accumulated scaled returns with absolute values greater than some

critical value C which is chosen so to have enough data to sensibly fit our model. This should lead
to an average of at least one jump per day, although several days may have no jumps, while we
recommend the average number of jumps per day should be less than N/10, probably well less.
About half the jumps are expected to be positive and about half negative.
Sentiment can be treated in a similar way with st,i, the change in sentiment over the ith interval

on day t, being treated in exactly the same way as the log-returns rt,i. A jump may be described
as occurring instantaneously at an arbitrarily chosen point within the interval in which it occurs
(say beginning, middle or end) provided that this is chosen consistently. However, sometimes a
price jump and a sentiment jump may occur in the same interval, and then it should be decided
randomly that one of them came first by some very small time difference.

3.3. Model estimation: Maximum likelihood estimation of M-variate Hawkes

process

The M−variate Hawkes process allows the interaction of type q events with the intensity of type m
events. In addition this model includes “intensity spillover effects”, the effect of what is happening
at the end of a day on what happens at the start of the next day, as indicated in Bowsher (2007).
The log-likelihood of a multidimensional Hawkes process can be computed as the sum of the
likelihood of each coordinate.
From Equation (17) of Bowsher (2007), we have the following representation of the log likelihood

for the M -Hawkes process:

l(θ) =
M∑

m=1

lm(θm), (7)
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where θ = (θ1, θ2, ..., θM ) and

lm(θm) =

T/l
∑

d=1

{∫

Ad

(1− λm(s; θm))ds+

∫

Ad

log λm(s; θm)dNm(s)

}

︸ ︷︷ ︸

trading day decomposition

, (8)

and hereAd = (τd−1, τd], T is the total trading time and the length of the trading day is τd−τd−1 = l,
so that T/l is the total number of trading days in the series. We make the assumption similar as
Bowsher (2007) that θm are variation free, thus the maximization of l(θ) can be achieved through
maximization of lm(θm) individually. The above expression (8) decomposes the contributions of log
likelihoods from different trading days, and this allows the recursive evaluation of the log likelihood
across trading days.
The intermediate expressions λm(s; θm) are given in (1) and (2). Plugging (2) into (8) and after

carrying out the integrations, we have

lm(θm) = T −

∫ T

0
µm(s; θm)ds+

T/l
∑

d=1

∑

T
(m)
i ∈Ad

log λm(T
(m)
i ; θm)

−
M∑

r=1

T/l
∑

d=1

k∑

j=1







π
(j)
mr

ρ
(j)
mr

(1− e−lρ
(j)
mr)λ̃(j)

mr(τd−1; θm) +
∑

τd−16T
(r)
i <τd

α
(j)
mr

β
(j)
mr

(1− e−β
(j)
mr(τd−T

(r)
i ))






.

(9)

Note that the only difference of the above (9) and the equation (18) of Bowsher (2007) is to

replace
∑2

r=1 by
∑M

r=1. In our application, we consider the case of M = 4, which means that there
are 4 types of events.
For univariate point processes, the theoretical properties of MLE have been established in Ogata

(1978). For multivariate PPs, there are very few theoretical results, but simulation evidence in
Bowsher (2007) shows that the MLEs are well-behaved. Now the question is how we shall compute
the above likelihood function and implement it through some numerical optimization schemes.

Note that in (9), the entries T
(m)
i are observed occurrence times of each event. Now it is important

to understand how it is updating across trading days.
Due to intra-day seasonality phenomenon as observed in Russell (1999), it is recommended to

use a piecewise linear function for the deterministic component of intensity µm(t) ≡ µm(t; γm).
This depends on the values of γm,i > 0(i = 1, ..., 8), which are the values of µm(t; γm) at t = 0, for
i = 1, and t = i− 1.5 for i > 1: i.e. the knots of a linear spline at 9:30, 10:00, 11:00,. . ., 16:00: this
function is the same for each day4, and the γm,i are parameters of the model to be estimated. The
formula for this function is given below

µm(t; γm) =







1v(t)∈(0,0.5][γm,1 + 2v(t)(γm,2 − γm,1)]

+
∑6

i=1 1v(t)∈(i−0.5,i+0.5][γm,i+1

+(v(t)− i+ 0.5)(γm,i+2 − γm,i+1)], for v(t) > 0

γm,1, for t = 0, v(t) = 0

γm,8, for t = 6.5, v(t) = 0.

4As mentioned, the returns data are expected to satisfy seasonality. It is not clear that the sentiment necessarily also possesses
this property but, for the sake of simplicity, we assume that it behaves in a similar way.
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where t ∈ [0, 6.5] is the number of hours that have elapsed since the start of the trading day and
v(t) = 6.5(t/6.5− [t/6.5]).
On page 896 of Bowsher (2007), he mentions that numerical optimization of the log-likelihood

is performed using the MaxBFGS algorithm with numerical derivatives in Ox (see documentation
of this programming language by Doornik etc.) Please also check the working paper version of
Bowsher (2002) for more details on estimation.

4. Data

Market return data and financial news sentiment data are obtained from Thomson Reuters Tick
History (TRTH) and Thomson Reuters News Analytics (TRNA) respectively. We collect data from
January 2008 to December 2014, and formulate them to frequency in 2 minutes, 5 minutes and 15
minutes.

4.1. Investor sentiment data

Thomson Reuters News Analytics (TRNA) is a structured database with over 80 metadata fields
about financial news. It provides sentiment for each company mentioned in each news article. The
sentiment is quantified as positive, negative and neutral probabilities so that we can customize
the formula for our sentiment score. The fields we used for sentiment calibration in this study are
listed below:

• datetime: The date and time of the news article.
• ric: Reuters Instrument Code (RIC) of the stock for which the sentiment scores apply.
• relevance: A real-valued number between 0 and 1 indicating the relevance of a piece of news

to a stock. One news article may refer to multiple stocks. The stock with more mentions will
be assigned a higher relevance.

• p+, p0, p−: Positive, neutral, and negative sentiment probability (i.e., p+ + p0 + p− = 1).

To evaluate the sentiment score for each stock mentioned in each news article, we calculate expec-
tation of sentiment probabilities adjusted by relevance value (see Equation 10).

Sentiment(rici) = relevance(rici)× [p+(rici)× 1 + p−(rici)× (−1)] (10)

We collect news published in trading hours to match the time with market data. The investor
sentiment of each 15-minute interval is the average of all news sentiment in that time period (see
Equation 11).

s(t) =
1

Nt

∑

ric

Nt∑

i=1

Sentiment(rici) (11)

where the news rici is published during [t− 1, t), and Nt is the total number of news in [t− 1, t).

4.2. Market price data

Stock market indices are proxies of equity market performance. We obtain 2 minutes, 5 minutes
and 15 minutes intraday trading price P (t) of S&P 500 Index from TRTH database and calculate
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log-return (see Equation 12).

r(t) = log
P (t)

P (t− 1)
(12)

5. M-variate Hawkes process calibration

The four types of events are modeled as an M -variate Hawkes process in which the arrival of events
is affected by self-excitement and mutual-excitement from the other three events. We recap the
models here, using single exponential kernels (j = 1 in Equations (1) and (2)).

λm(t) = µm(t) +
4∑

r=1

[πmrλ̃mr(τd−1)e
−ρmr(t−τd−1) +

∫

[τd−1,t)
αmre

−βmr(t−u)dNr(u)], (13)

where m = 1, 2, 3, 4 denotes positive return, negative return, positive sentiment, and negative
sentiment events respectively.
Initial values are important for parameter calibration through MLE. We first determine spline

intensity by ignoring impacts of both self-exciting and cross-exciting. After some experimentation,
we chose to base our analysis on 15-minute intervals and consequently decided to calculate baseline
intensities using splines with 5 knots instead of the 8 knots described in Section 3.3. The first three
time slots are 1.5 hours and the last one is 2 hours. Initial values for the iteration are shown in
Table 1; final values are shown in Table 2.

µm(t; γm) =







∑3
i=1 1v(t)∈( 3

2
(i−1), 3

2
i][γm,i

+(23v(t)− i+ 1)(γm,i+1 − γm,i)]

+1v(t)∈(4.5,6.5][γm,4 + (v(t)2 − 9
4)(γm,5 − γm,4)], for v(t) > 0

γm,1, for t = 0, v(t) = 0

γm,5, for t = 6.5, v(t) = 0.

Intuitively, the major contribution to arrival rates is from base-line intensity so that influence of
both self-excitation and mutual-excitation should be lower than this level. In this model, α and π
determine the shape of intraday and daily-spillover intensity excitation respectively. We set initial
value of these parameters as 1.00, and expect the results to decrease and converge in the range of
(0, 1]. The other two sets of parameters controlling the exponentially decaying memory are β and
ρ. We apply constraints 1 < ρ < 25 and 1 < β < 25 based on the rationale that effective influence
of excitation should be within 15 minutes to 1 day. The initial values for these parameters are
β = 15.00 and ρ = 15.00, which is equivalent to memory length around 30 minutes.

Positive return Negative return Positive sentiment Negative sentiment

γm,1 2.84 2.63 0.68 0.89
γm,2 1.14 0.99 0.45 0.98
γm,3 0.40 0.42 0.69 1.00
γm,4 1.42 1.45 1.12 0.27
γm,5 0.10 0.27 1.24 1.50

Table 1.: Initial spline intensity

In loglikelihood maximization, we apply the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algo-
rithm and set stopping criteria to achieve precision of 6 decimal points. The Hawkes process models
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of positive return, negative return, positive sentiment, and negative sentiment take 61, 45, 60 and
71 iterations to converge respectively. Figure 2 shows parameter estimation convergence results
for the four models. It is obvious that the most sensitive parameters are α and π, which control
the shape of excitation. We also notice that the fitted spline intensity is very close to the initially
calibrated non-homogeneous Poisson process. This confirms the convergence does happen, and the
estimated model parameters are robust.

(a) Positive return (b) Negative return (c) Positive sentiment (d) Negative sentiment

Figure 2.: Hawkes model parameter estimation

The M -variate Hawkes process model presents shock propagation in financial markets, especially
interactions between market return and investors sentiment. We firstly verify that this model
converges successfully (see Figure 2). With parameters changing and converging, likelihood of
these four processes increase and reach to the maximum values. The calibration of MaxBFGS
optimization is sensitive to initial value settings. We apply the following three steps to find out the
initial values which can help us to obtain the best results. First, we determine the initial values for
baseline intensity. We assume that the intensity is a non-homogeneous Poisson process, without
any effects from self-excitement or mutual-excitement. Hence, αij and πij are set as 0, and βij and
ρij are set to large values. According to these settings, we get baseline intensity and apply that
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into the second step in which we release the intraday excitement. In this step, the constraints are
αij > 0 and 1 6 βij 6 25. Finally, we apply additional constraints πij > 0 and 1 6 ρij 6 25 to
run a full optimization for all parameters. A special trait for the excitement that αij = 0 is to fix
πij = 0 and ρij as a large number. The rationale behind this setting is that when the shocks have
no intraday impacts to another type of event, the daily-spillover is meaningless.

6. Results

In this section, we first present the results of detection of extreme events in sentiment and returns
(see Section 6.1). Afterwards, we focus on our empirical results presented in Table 2, where MLE
results are reported. We compare specific parameters for self-exciting and mutual-exciting in order
to interpret causes and impacts of extreme events in Section 6.2. This also requires us to investigate
size and half-life decaying of excitation (see Equation 14 and Equation 15).

Intraday half-life: T 1

2
=

log 2

β
(14)

Daily-spillover half-life: T 1

2
=

log 2

ρ
(15)

The second part of the results is to examine how these self- and mutual-excitation behave within
and across trading days. As seen in Table 2, γs show the baseline intensity, αs and βs explain
intra-day intensity and πs and ρs demonstrate inter-day intensity. Meanwhile, αs and πs control
the shape of the exponential decay curves of the intensity functions while βs and ρs control the
decay speed. All these parameters also suggest how these types of events interact with each other.
Take αij as an example, they are parameters showing the significance of intra-day excitation
impacts from event j to event i. When i = j, they are the cases for self-excitationexcitation or
mutual-excitation otherwise. These detailed results by event types are in Section 6.3.

6.1. Extreme events in sentiment and in log-prices

We identify investor sentiment shocks and extreme market returns using the running jumps iden-
tification method. According to occurrences of jumps, we calibrate M -variate Hawkes processes
to model arrival of these events and obtain insights about investors’ responses to environment
changes. There are four major types of events that are used in our paper: positive price jumps,
negative price jumps, positive sentiment shocks, and negative sentiment shocks. In the running-
jump detection approach introduced in Section 3.2, we mention that a critical value C is predefined
as a threshold. We notice that price moves are much more volatile than sentiment changes in terms
of fatter tails for scaled return5 (see Figure 3). The selected critical values are C = 2.5 and C = 1.5
for market return and news sentiment respectively based on the criteria of average 1 jump per day
(see Figure 4).
We verify that return jumps present the U-shaped feature (see Figure 5a). The peaks of both

positive and negative return jumps occur at 10:00AM and 15:15PM. Sentiment jumps do not
show significant seasonality property (see Figure 5b). There are a large number of sentiment
jumps at the beginning and the end of the day, while positive and negative sentiment shocks are
active in different time periods in the middle of the day. In general, negative sentiment shocks
appear frequently around the noon and positive sentiment jumps primarily occur during 13:30PM
– 14:00PM.

5The gap of [−1.00, 0.00) and (0.00, 1.00] in scaled return is due to replacement of small jumps by zeros in running-jumps
identification.
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(a) Scaled SPX return (b) Scaled news sentiment

Figure 3.: Histogram of scaled return and scaled sentiment

Figure 4.: Histogram of number of jumps per day

(a) SPX return jump intensity by time (b) News sentiment jump intensity by time

Figure 5.: Jump intensity of market return and news sentiment

6.2. General discussion of self- and mutual-excitation

We observe that self-excitation is strong for all four types of events and both intra-day and inter-
day. This confirms our hypotheses H1 and H2 due to clustering effects of occurrence of the same type
of events.This exactly reflects the philosophy of Hawkes processes: the intensity of future events
depend on the probability of previous events and information filtration up to date. The scale of
intra-day intensity impacts α11, α22 are 0.15 and 0.19 for positive and negative returns respectively,
and 0.16 for both positive and negative sentiment events. If comparing them to mutual excitation
terms, we can see that the self terms are generally greater than the cross terms apart from α34 and
α43. Thus one exception is the mutual-excitation between positive and negative sentiment appears
to be even stronger than their self-excitation. For the roll-over day effects, self-excitation dominates
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Positive return Negative return Positive sentiment Negative sentiment

γ1,1 3.71 γ2,1 3.08 γ3,1 0.34 γ4,1 0.00
γ1,2 0.72 γ2,2 0.74 γ3,2 0.52 γ4,2 1.14
γ1,3 0.50 γ2,3 0.46 γ3,3 0.69 γ4,3 0.68
γ1,4 1.33 γ2,4 1.44 γ3,4 1.06 γ4,4 0.19
γ1,5 0.00 γ2,5 0.00 γ3,5 1.58 γ4,5 1.67

α11 0.15 α21 0.00 α31 0.10 α41 0.00
α12 0.02 α22 0.19 α32 0.01 α42 0.10
α13 0.12 α23 0.14 α33 0.16 α43 0.34
α14 0.00 α24 0.13 α34 0.25 α44 0.16

β11 17.13 β21 15.27 β31 12.07 β41 11.98
β12 12.09 β22 18.49 β32 11.80 β42 10.45
β13 8.30 β23 10.96 β33 7.32 β43 5.73
β14 7.46 β24 10.26 β34 5.58 β44 6.85

π11 0.79 π21 −− π31 0.50 π41 −−
π12 0.01 π22 0.72 π32 0.48 π42 0.10
π13 0.61 π23 0.47 π33 0.43 π43 0.24
π14 −− π24 0.69 π34 0.10 π44 0.19

ρ11 17.53 ρ21 −− ρ31 13.44 ρ41 −−
ρ12 12.14 ρ22 18.72 ρ32 13.14 ρ42 11.27
ρ13 9.38 ρ23 11.00 ρ33 8.32 ρ43 8.30
ρ14 −− ρ24 11.94 ρ34 7.20 ρ44 8.94

Notes: αij , βij , πij and ρij are parameters for impacts from event j to event
i. When αij is zero, we ignore daily-spillover effects, marking as “−−” for πij
and ρij .

Table 2.: M -variate Hawkes process model parameters

(a) SPX return jumps intensity spline (b) News sentiment jumps intensity spline

Figure 6.: Spline intensity of return and sentiment

mutual-excitation for the return events, having larger π values, but the position is slightly reversed
for the sentiment events with only two cross-excitation terms being less than the corresponding
self-excitation terms while π43 > π44 and π31 > π32 > π33.
We take a closer look at the self- and mutual excitation, a few interesting results in relation to

decay speed have emerged: 1) self-excitation decays much faster for positive and negative return
events at both intra-day and inter-day levels. For example, among all excitation decays for positive
returns, β11 overpowers β12, β13 and β14; while 2) mutual-excitation decays faster for positive
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and negative sentiment events at both intra-day and inter-day levels. In this category, different
mutual-excitation seem to have different level of impact on the decay speed, which depends on
the initiating event type. In general, if both initiating and response events share the same nature
(returns vs. returns or sentiment vs. sentiment), the excitation tends to be absorbed more quickly
(e.g. β31 > β34 and β32 > β34 for one intra-day case).
We also detect significant mutual-excitation between positive return and positive sentiment, and

negative return and negative sentiment (H5 and H6). These are well married to the argument of
information responses that sequential responses to the movements in returns (sentiment) in one
direction (positive or negative) would encourage the occurrence of the other type of events to
move towards the same direction (positive or negative). The typical examples include speculative
responses to market future returns or reactions to firms’ earnings announcements etc. These are
because traders and investors would either instantaneously or gradually form some kind of beliefs
of market movements based on their interpretation of the information signals carried in these
sequences of market events (see Brock et al. (1992) and Gwilym et al. (2016)). In addition, decaying
speed of return is almost twice as fast as that of sentiment, which confirms the fact that market
prices are more volatile and move faster than investor sentiment (see Heston and Sinha (2016)).
A special finding about market interaction between return and sentiment is that positive senti-

ment triggers negative price jumps (in H7) but not vice versa (in H8). One possible explanation
for positive sentiment leading negative price jumps could be that investors have reverse mentality
after experiencing a period of positive sentiment. For example, if a technical trader trading with
header-and-shoulder pattern has experienced a fairly long period of a bull market and captured
many heads, it is inevitable that he may become very cautious when he would hit the shoulders,
especially the scenario that the market would suddenly drop into a bear market. For the fact that
there is no evidence why negative price jumps lead to positive sentiment, we have managed to
gain some insights from experienced traders claiming that typically no one would act on negative
price jumps by naively assuming that the entire market would perceive it as something positive,
especially when the market nowadays can operate at a much sophisticated level.

6.3. Discussion by event types

In this section, we summarize the results from the view point of the four event types to further
explain our findings:

• Positive market return jumps
The seasonality of spline intensity is close to a U-shape (see Figure 6a). The value is the
highest at the beginning of trading day, then it decreases to γ1,3 = 0.50 and increases until
γ1,4 = 1.33. While the last intensity we capture for the end of trading is 0.00, which is indeed
consistent with the fact that the occurrence of price jumps in the last few time slots is very
rare (see Figure 5a). The third component of Equation 13 represents intraday excitation. We
can split it into self-excitation and mutual-excitation. Self-excitation in positive return jumps
is the strongest influence from all four events. There is mutual-excitement from positive news
to positive return based on α13 = 0.12. This validates our hypothesis H6 about sentiment
impacts to return. In terms of these two lines of excitement, we notice that decaying of price
shocks is much faster than that of sentiment shocks. Specifically, half-life of self-excitement
is around 16 minutes versus 33 minutes from positive sentiment. The second component of
Equation 13 represents daily-spillover in which π denotes the portion of influence that is
passed from the previous trading day. As we do not detect intraday excitement from negative
return and sentiment jumps, daily-spillover of these two events can be ignored. For the other
two events, influence inherited from self-excitation is slightly higher than influence of positive
news, and the half-life are 15 minutes and 29 minutes respectively.

• Negative market return jumps
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The shape of spline intensity is the same as that of positive return jumps, presenting the
U-shaped seasonality and a decreased intensity at the end of trading day (see Figure 6a). The
strongest trigger of negative return shocks is also self-excitation with α22 = 0.19. The same
results for both positive and negative return jumps are consistent with clustered price shocks
which is mentioned in hypothesis H1. The half-life of self-excitation decaying is around 15
minutes. We notice that both positive and negative sentiment jumps increase intensity of
negative return. We cover this phenomenon in hypothesis H6 and H8. As the hypothesis
H8 is not verified in the positive return jumps, we can conclude the asymmetric reactions
to positive and negative news. Moreover, the strength of the two types of mutual-excitation
are very close in terms of jump size, α23 = 0.14 and α24 = 0.13. The half-life decaying
of mutual-excitation effect takes 25 minutes from positive sentiment and 26 minutes from
negative sentiment respectively. In the daily-spillover part, mutual excitation from positive
sentiment is much weaker than the other two. The half-life decaying time is 14 minutes
for self-excitement, and 25 minutes and 23 minutes for positive and negative sentiment
respectively.

• Positive sentiment jumps
Sentiment jumps represent dramatic changes in investors attitude toward financial markets.
In general, features of sentiment jumps intensity are different from return jumps. First,
there is no U-shaped seasonality property for spline intensity of positive sentiment jumps.
Instead, the intensity increases gradually from the beginning to the end of trading day (see
Figure 6b). Second, α33 = 0.16 shows self-excitation of positive sentiment events. However,
the strongest trigger of events is the mutual-excitation from negative sentiment jumps rather
than self-excitation. This type of mutual-excitation confirms hypothesis H4, indicating
natural shifting of good news and bad news. Another cross-excitation trigger is positive
return, showing that increasing market price leads to positive anticipation toward market
returns (see hypothesis H5). Comparing with the two return jump processes, the effective
time is longer for all three types of triggers. In detail, half-life decaying is around 23 minutes,
37 minutes, and 48 minutes for positive return, positive sentiment, and negative sentiment
respectively. At last, around half of the influence from self-excitation and positive return is
passed to the following trading day according to π33 = 0.43 and π31 = 0.5. The negative
sentiment, albeit has strong influence during the same day, does not generate high impact to
following days as π34 is only 0.10. Half-life of daily-spillover influence for positive return and
sentiment are 20 minutes and 32 minutes.

• Negative sentiment jumps
We find the U-shaped spline intensity in negative sentiment jumps, while it differs from re-
turn jumps in two ways (see Figure 6b). First, the beginning 1.5 hours are quiet for negative
sentiment which is contrary to the top intensity of γ1,1 and γ2,1 for return jumps. The highest
intensity appears at the second time interval, around 11:00AM, and the end of day. In nega-
tive sentiment jumps, we also notice the significant mutual-excitation from opposite sentiment
events and the size is double that of self-excitation (see hypothesis H5). Half-life excitation
decaying of positive and negative sentiment jumps last for 47 minutes and 39 minutes respec-
tively. Another trigger is negative return jumps which verifies hypothesis H5. Its influence
decays by half within 26 minutes. In this model, daily-spillover of positive sentiment is the
strongest followed by self-excitation with half-life decaying of 33 minutes and 30 minutes.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we model financial market events as a multivariate point process emphasizing dy-
namics of investor sentiment shocks and market extreme returns. We find the following major in-
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teraction effects between the four types of events, i.e. positive return event, negative return event,
positive sentiment event, and negative sentiment event. First, both self-excitation and mutual-
excitation are strong for all four types of events at 15 minutes time scale. We investigate interac-
tions on higher time frequency (e.g. 2 minutes and 5 minutes) and find that the mutual-excitation
between return and news sentiment is not present at smaller time scale. Secondly, there is a signif-
icant mutual-excitation between positive return and positive sentiment, and negative return and
negative sentiment. Furthermore, the positive return only has cross-excitation effect from positive
news. The mutual-excitation half-life lasts about 33 minutes, while the negative return has mutual-
excitation effect from both positive sentiment and negative sentiment, and the mutual-excitation
half-life lasts 25 minutes and 26 minutes respectively. Third, decaying speed of return events is
almost twice as fast as that of sentiment events, which means market prices move faster than
investor sentiment changes. While the positive return self-excitement half-life lasts around 16 min-
utes, the negative return self-excitation half-life lasts around 15 minutes: so they are in a similar
range of decaying speed. Moreover, daily-spillover of excitation of return jumps is higher than that
of sentiment jumps. One possible explanation for this phenomenon is the different movements of
market and sentiment in off-trading hours. Generally, close market information has to be be kept
and revealed until the next open market trading as no trading can be executed during off-trading
hours. On the other hand, investor sentiment may be updated, or even be refreshed, during these
time periods even though we do not record the changes in our models.
In addition, we observe that the news sentiment events spline intensity follows different patterns

than the generally observed U-shaped intraday return patterns. While the positive sentiment jump
intensity has an increase pattern from the beginning of the trading day to the end of the trad-
ing day, the negative sentiment follows more or less a U-shape pattern with some noise. Lastly,
we observe that positive sentiment shocks tend to generate negative price jumps, and the cross-
excitation between positive and negative sentiment is even stronger than their self-excitation of
these sentiment events. There seems a contrarian effect at 15 minutes time scale, meaning positive
news would trigger negative trading decisions at this time scale. News sentiment at 15 minutes
time scale also may have the contrarian effect. As time moves on, the true effect will emerge at
longer time scale. These two observations are not immediately obvious based on the current litera-
ture. Therefore, it requires further investigation. We suggest to investigate longer time scale jump
events (e.g at 20 and 30 minute scales) to see whether such effect will continue, and then test the
contrarian effect hypothesis.
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